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Wherein a missing word helps to spark the beginnings of
a lively dialogue
BY KENNETH CLEMENTS

T

he Spring, 1995, issue of University
Manager contained an article that
addressed the concept of the learning
organization. That management model was
the focus of our highly successful 52nd
annual conference in Hull. Responses to
the evaluation forms testify that the learning organization does, indeed, have relevance on a university campus. Some of the
ideas, such as a dialogue on new concepts
with one's peers in a small-group discussion format, are especially worthwhile.
The article, however, raised a question of
its own in that it didn't have an ending.
Somewhere in the production process, the
word 'past' was lopped the last line. The final
sentence should have read "icons of the past."

A number of readers phoned or faxed the
CAUBO office to find out what the ending
was supposed to be. This is actually a pleasant complaint to field, because it underlined
the point that the magazine is thoroughly
read and digested.
Hopefully this type of query will not
have to be repeated. But at the same time, it's
just this kind of event that can start a useful
dialogue between the readers and publishers
of a magazine. In this case, I'm hoping that
such a dialogue will also involve the members of our new CAUBO Editorial Board,
who are listed on the contents page.
I draw your attention to this issue,
including its profile of CAUBO's new president, Dexter Kaulbach, beginning on page
11, and extensive conference coverage, starting on page 15. We've got a great issue for
you, everything with endings! UIM
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Question/reponse
Comment I'omission dun mot peut lancer tout un deba
PAR KENNETH CLEMENTS

L

e numero du printemps de University
Manager comportait un excellent article
intitule "The Learning Question", titre
qui rejoignait le theme de notre 52e conference
tenue a Hull. Les reponses aux formulaires
devaluation indiquent que le concept d'organisation cognitive s'applique bien du monde
universitaire. Certains pratiques, telle que la
discussion de nouveaux concepts en petits
groupes, presentent beaucoup d'interet.
L'article mentionne ci-haut a suscite bien
des questions car il lui manquait un fin.
Quelque part dans le processus de production, le mot "past" est 'tombe de la phrase
"icons of the past".
Un certain nombre de lecteurs ont
comunuique avec nous pour obtenir le fin
mot de cet enigme. Une plainte douce-amere
en quelque sorte puisqu'elle indique que le
magazine est bien lu.
Esperons que ce genre d'erreur ne se
repetera pas. Il reste que de petites
bizarreries semblables peuvent lancer un dialogue tres fructueux entre lecteurs et editeurs
d'un magazine. J'espere que les membres de
notre nouveau conseil de redaction, que
nous vous presentons en sommaire, seront
au coeur d'un debat aussi passionnant.
Je vous invite done a lire le pesent
numero, ou vous trouverez un portrait de
notre nouveau president, Dexter Kaulbach,
en page 11, ainsi qu'un rapport complet sur
notre conference, en page 15. Tout un
numero quoi, avec des fins cette fois! UIM
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Taking the Bull
by the Horns

Close-Up on
Distance Education

S

A

EVEN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES in t h e

Halifax district are banding together to save
money by reducing bureaucratic duplication.
At a meeting with representatives from
each of the educational institutions,
Nova Scotia Education Minister
THE PROPOSAL IS PART
John MacEachern received a proposal for the formation of a nonOF A PROACTIVE STRATEGY
profit corporation that would hanBY THE SCHOOLS TO AVOID
dle centralized administrative services. The plan also called for the
GOVERNMENT-IMPOSED
harmonization of sections of the
COST-CUTTING CHANGES
schools' curriculums.
Last year, the Nova Scotia government shut down the education programs
at two of the province's universities, and
there has been talk of merging the seven
Halifax-area institutions — The Atlantic
School of Theology, Dalhousie University,
Mount St. Vincent University, Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design, Saint Mary's
University, Technical University of Nova
Scotia and the University of King's College
— into one University of Halifax. The proposal is part of a proactive strategy by the
seven schools to avoid government-imposed
cost-cutting changes.
Colin Dodds, Saint Mary's University's
acting president, said the plan would save "in
the multimillions," and described the education
minister's response as "very enthusiastic." WM

Privatizing Live

T

HE U.S.-BASED National Association of
College Auxiliary Services goes live to air
from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on October 18
for a national teleconference entitled
Privatization in Higher Education. Says moderator Dr. Richard Wertz, vice president for
business affairs at the University of South
Carolina, "The privatization issue continues
to be regarded as both a solution and a liability to institutional budget and services priorities." Audience members will be able to phone
or fax questions and comments following the
overview of privatization issues and the prepared comment/open dialogue sessions by
panelists. For further information, on the teleconference, please call (703) 885-8826. WM
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REPORT BY the Council of Ministers of
Education states that Canadian universities increased their distance education course
offerings by 27 per cent between 1990 and
1994. In the K-12 sector, overl60,000 people
were enrolled in the more than 900 courses
offered through correspondence schools operated by ministries of education. The council
also found that 68 per cent of community colleges are active in distance education, with 54
per cent of inactive colleges planning to launch
programs in the near future.
The report concluded that the three most
important issues regarding future expansion of
distance education in Canada are inter-provincial telecommunications, information sharing,
and collaboration in the development and
accredition of courses, WM

Con Ed Counts

T

HE NUMBER OF registrations in non-degree,
non-credit continuing education courses
increased 6.8 per cent to a record level of
338,000 students in 1993-94, according to
Statistics Canada's Education Quarterly
Review. The Review also stated that 60 per
cent of the respondents were female, and that
the average fee for a continuing education
course increased from $265 in 1992-93 to $320
in 1993-94.
On a side note, several good books on the
subject of adult and continuing education
have recently been published, including
Karen E. Dubinsky's Give Yourself Credit
and Jossey-Bass' Higher Education Series,
which includes Learning and Change in the
Adult Years, WM

All That JAS
(jargon, acronyms, slang)

M

USH — beaucratic short-hand for sectors
that receive transfer payments: municipalities, universities, schools, hospitals.
PINK PALACE — the Ontario legislature building; more for its rose sandstone construction
than for its recent relationship with watereddown socialism, WM
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Here Come the Cuts

T

I

HE NEWEST ADDITION to the The National
Round Table Series on Sustainable
Development is the 90-page publication A
Practical Introduction
to
Environmental
Management on Canadian Campuses. Authors
Dixon Thompson and Serena van Bakel discuss
strategies for dealing with such eco-issues as
water, energy, solid waste, hazardous materials
and transportation in an academic setting.
Among the general conclusions, they assert that:
• "Coordination is required between the
activities of administrative units that often
act relatively independently."
• "There is a major need for a system to track
hazardous materials, especially research
chemicals, on campus... Adaptation of a
bar code system similar to those used in
industry may be the best option."
• "External funding sources should be
approached. Governments, utilities, energy service companies and recycling companies might be persuaded to supply funding for start-up costs, if a university has a
management plan that identifies the
resources it requires and what savings will
be accomplished."
• "There seems to be a widespread willingness
to do something, but there is also a high
level of frustration caused by... initial costs
for personnel and capital investments,
institutional inertia... and the fact that
many of those whose involvement is
important are already overworked and cannot take on a greater workload effectively."
Complimentary copies of the book, in
English and French, are available from the
National Round Table on the Environment
and the Economy, or by calling Kelly Hawke
Baxter or Moira Forest at (613) 992-7385. UIM

views

T COMES AS NO SURPRISE that the Ontario
Progressive Conservative government seems
intent on quickly fulfilling its election promise
to reduce provincial transfer payments.
At a recent speech to given to the Public
Affairs Association of Canada, premier Mike
Harris's principal secretary, David Lindsay,
said that the reductions will be a
major part of the government's fall
IT'S NOT ENOUGH TO
economic statement, to be issued
"before the snow flies." He advised
SIMPLY ASSUME THAT THINGS
that, "The downsizing, restructuring,
WILL CHANGE IF YOU EXERT
and significant change should be
coming from the transfer partners up,
FINANCIAL PRESSURE
and should be starting immediately."
Educational consultant Edward
DesRosiers spent 17 years as director for
research at the Council of Ontario Universities.
"I think 20 per cent is probably a realistic
number," he says of the cuts. "But I think it
might occur over two years rather than one —
and I've heard that the larger cut would be in
the first year. I've also heard that there might
be some constraint of universities' ability to
raise fees to cover the lost income."
DesRosiers advises Ontario's colleges and
universities that, "There's no easy starting
point when confronting these kinds of cuts.
Just make sure you don't underestimate their
long-term financial impact."
He also has some advice for Ontario's
Tories. "The kinds of reductions that are going
to be called for are so significant that the notion
that universities can do it all on their own is less
than realistic. It's not enough to simply assume
that things will change if you exert financial
pressure. The government needs to help universities and colleges, in ways other than financially, during the period of transition." UIM

Phone Bills Threaten SchoolNet

T

HE BODY DEDICATED to connecting every
Canadian classroom to the Internet is urging
the federal government to change federal laws
to avoid creating two classes of Internet users.
While urban schools can connect free of
charge to SchoolNet, the national school
Internet link, rural schools are forced to pay
hefty long-distance charges every time they
make a connection.
Stentor, the consortium of Canada's nine
largest phone companies, is willing to offer the
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schools cheaper long-distance packages, but
federal laws do not allow them to offer special
discounts to a class of users.
A report co-authored by Stentor and
Harvey Weir, chairman of the Canadian
Education Network coalition, has urged
Ottawa to change the regulations. If there is no
change, Weir fears the phone charges could
cripple the SchoolNet program.
Launched two years ago, SchoolNet has already
linked up 3,200 Canadian schools on the system, UIM
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Accentuate the Positive

W

HO BETTER to teach a teacher to communicate effectively than a Shakespearian
professor with the poetic name 'Reavley
Gair?' (It's Welsh and is pronounced like
'flair.') The Oral Communication Enhancement Program is being offered through the
University of New Brunswick's Teaching
Centre, of which Gair is the director.
"It's part of one's professional
"IT'S PART OF ONE'S
development to change the stress
patterns one uses in the classroom,"
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Gair
enunciates
marvelously.
TO CHANGE THE STRESS
"English is spoken in many different
ways in many different parts of the
PATTERNS ONE USES IN THE
world, although that is perhaps more
CLASSROOM"
obvious here in North America."
The program originated last
year at the request of UNB's board of deans.
The main exercise requires participants to
deliver a series of 5-minute micro lectures to
the instructors and other participants, who
then try to determine whether a real class
would absorb the information being presented. Critiques are offered and the lecturer can
view his or her performance on videotape.
Sessions with the university's resident speech
therapist are also made available, says Gair,
adding that about 35 of UNB's 1,000-plus faculty members have so far taken part in the
voluntary program.
"We also try to point out non-verbal communication problems, such as speaking when
facing the blackboard. Many people don't recognize that in themselves until presented with
a video image.
"We are not here to tell anyone to speak in
one way or another," Gair adds. "There is no
'proper' way to speak English. Overcoming
difficulties in communication is a normal part
of becoming a better teacher." UIM

Easy-Access (Data)
Banking

E

DUCATION BUSINESS OFFICERS will soon be
able to make faster and easier data-withdrawals from Statistics Canada thanks to its
Internal Bank of Education Statistics (IBES).
"What we needed was one place to go to survey educational data," says Grafton Ross,
IBES project manager for Statistics Canada's
Educational Subdivision. "We'll be feeding
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all of our regular surveys — for all levels of
education, relating to enrolments, graduations, teaching staff, financial flows and so
on — into hardware with 8 gigabytes of hard
disc and 64 megabytes of RAM. We'll have
the capacity to integrate data from different
surveys and it'll allow us to be more analysis-oriented."
Ross says IBES will also mean faster
retrieval of information for data-seekers
through use of a common set of information
standards and increasing efficiency of survey
management. A prototype of the system has
already been successfully demonstrated, he
says, adding that the full service is scheduled to
be up and running by the end of next March.
One bit of data that interested business officers
should hold onto is Grafton Ross' contact
numbers; he can be reached by phone at (613)
951-3287, or by fax at (613) 951-9040. UIM

New in the University
Business Officer's
Library
Techno Teaching
THE INFORMATION HIGHWAY? Lessons
VVFrom
Our Distance Learning is a 288page guide edited by two of Canada's leaders
in the field: Toronto consultant Judy Roberts
and Erin Keough of Memorial University. At
its core are examples of dynamic approaches
to education based on the application of networking and various information technologies. The book is being distributed through
the Guidance Centre at OISE in Toronto.
\A/HY

Sending T Q M t o School

T

OTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT:
Implications
for Higher Education explores the relevance and potential impact that T Q M strategies could have on the quality of education.
The work includes several useful examples
of successful university/business partnerships. It is edited by Alan M. Hoffman and
Daniel J. Julius, both of whom have impressive credentials in the worlds of business
and higher education, and published by the
Prescott Publishing Company of Maryville,
Missouri, UIM
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Connor, Clark & Lunn provides management of financial
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Connor, Clark & Lunn has professionals specializing in
Fixed Income, Canadian Equities and Foreign Equities.
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Investment Management Ltd.
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What do our 65 years
in service businesses
have to do with your campus?

It's no secret that Marriott has a proven name in lodging and food services.
And now we bring the benefits of both Marriott janitorial and food services
to colleges and universities across the country:
Employee relations know-how
Our unparalleled record for excellent employee relations
and extensive training and motivation prepare our people
to create superior customer satisfaction in both janitorial
and food services.

Time-proven, automated

systems

We have developed our Enhance System, a computerized
janitorial planning and management system that ensures
smooth daily operations and that actually gives our clients
more control over their campus janitorial services.

Exclusive university brands:
Pi££a4Iut* and TUuHatem
Whether it's Pizza Hut or Tim Hortons, our clients' food
service operations can benefit from exclusive industry
agreements that bring these customer-pleasing brands to
campus.

Customer-driven approach
We ask for feedback systematically, constantly seeking and
implementing better ways to please our customers.
Call us today. And see how 65 years of experience can pay
off for your school.

1\> Harriott
Your partner for janitorial and food services
1-905/632-8592

Getting

DOWN
TO

B U S I N E S S

With his strong entrepreneurial background, CAUBO's new president, Dexter Kaulbach,
is the ideal person to guide the organization through the perilous times ahead.

by Jo Anne Sommers

T

HE HURRICANE OF massive spending cuts and social change
is raging outside Canada's universities and colleges. Yet,
inside too many hallowed halls an eerie silence prevails.
Dexter Kaulbach wants to do something about that.
During the next year, CAUBO's new president plans to throw open
the windows so that no one within the university community can
continue to ignore the storm.
"Universities," says Kaulbach, "must re-examine and re-define
their role in society. They need to develop a new vision, based on
clear values and a sense of mission."
Kaulbach, vice president of administration at the Technical
University of Nova Scotia (TUNS) in Halifax, believes that
Canada's university administrators and business officers have a cru-
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cial role to play in solving the problems that
beset our post-secondary institutions. The
capacity and the talent unquestionably exist at
both the individual and institutional levels, he
says; what's needed now is the will.
"CAUBO members have an excellent
grasp of the sophisticated and complex issues
facing post-secondary education and the public sector in general, and they understand and appreciate real world con"Funders will want to know why
cerns. It's time we
assumed a more
we're graduating X number of
active role in helpgraduates w h o can't find work
ing to resolve the
crises that beset
in their field of study"
our colleges and
universities."
Kaulbach is
uniquely positioned to help lead that effort. A native
Haligonian with a civil engineering background, he spent 27 years as a consulting
engineer with the CBCL Group of companies
in eastern Canada, eight as president. He left
CBCL in 1980 to join H.B. Nickerson and
Sons of Halifax as its vice president of development. That four-year stint ended when
Nickerson, a major player in the fishing
industry, wound up its operations as part of
the rationalization of the east coast fishery.

A

MEMBER OF TUNS's board of directors since 1976, Kaulbach made a
major career shift in 1984 when he
joined the university as its VP,
administration. "As a board member, I was
already very interested in university operations and the vice president's job gave me the
the opportunity to pursue this interest."
Dr. Janet Halliwell is just one person who
thinks Kaulbach is in the right place at the right
time. Says the chair of the Nova Scotia Council
on Higher Education, "Dexter is very gregarious
and open. He's also constructive, positive and
easy to work with. Like many VPs of administration, he's pragmatic and real-world oriented."
She says Kaulbach's private sector orientation is ideal for the times. "He realizes that
things have changed and that tough choices have
to be made," says Halliwell. "At the same time,
he appreciates the importance of institutional
culture and the difficulty of imposing change."

1 2
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N THE 11 YEARS since he took the TUNS
job, Kaulbach has learned the hard way
about change. Massive spending cuts,
enrolment fluctuations, challenges to
governance systems and changing social attitudes continue to pound at post secondary
institutions. Nova Scotia's universities and
colleges, especially those in the metro Halifax
area, are breaking new ground in the race to
remain relevant. The institutions are currently going through the painful process of downsizing and exploring ways of reducing costs
through the establishment of common services
and systems.
The hurricane is gathering force. Technology, private education and business are all
lashing at the universities' monopoly on learning. Both the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce and the Bank of Montreal have
established private schools to upgrade their
employees' skills and knowledge. Eventually,
according to some observers, they may
become true private colleges, in direct competition with university business schools.
As employment opportunities in technical
fields increase, the community college system
is expected to strengthen. Kaulbach predicts
that by the year 2000 there may be fewer
Canadian universities, operating with substantially reduced public funding. Governments
will funnel limited resources into programs
and institutions that demonstrably benefit the
economy by creating employable students. As
grants fall, some universities will privatize,
others will simply disappear.
Those that survive, says Kaulbach, will
have to prove their value to society in ways
such as by providing figures on the number of
graduates who obtain employment.
"Funders will want to know why we're
graduating X number of graduates who can't
find work in their field of study. The result,"
contends Kaulbach, "will be a greater emphasis on specific training than on broad-based
education. This will have tremendous consequences for some programs."
Kaulbach is a change agent among administrators. It concerns him that two years ago
Nova Scotia graduated 1,291 people from social
science programs, compared with 75 from computer science. Obviously, such figures don't
reflect the changing times, "given the technological revolution we're going through."
It boils down to the fact that "we're living
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with a highly subsidized system when money
is running short," says Kaulbach. "Society is
investing heavily in our students and understandably it wants something in return."

B

EFORE EDUCATION CAN BE intelligently reinvented, Kaulbach says
governments and other funding bodies must first articulate what they
want the post-secondary system to accomplish. "The question is, how do we get what
we need as an output? We're piling up a lot of
unusable inventory — people who are unemployed because they lack necessary skills.
Canada needs a national policy on what the
university should be outputting."
As every dollar becomes more precious,
universities are facing some very difficult decisions, Kaulbach adds. "After the provinces
decide how they're going to handle the forthcoming reductions in federal transfers, universities will have to determine which programs
to eliminate. We have no choice but to pool
our resources and find ways of reducing the
costs of delivering an education."
Kaulbach sees CAUBO providing a support to its members in institutions faced with
downsizing. "We need to get a good handle on
the specific components of rationalization,
including costing studies, re-engineering and
benchmarking.
There are opportunities for cost savings
through the implementation of a national procurement policy. These efforts will require a
dedicated effort by our committees, which
means that the board will have to make them a
priority and ensure that they're brought to a
successful conclusion."
CAUBO, he says, can also help institutions develop alternative sources of funding.
Raising tuition fees to new, unaffordable
heights is not the way to go.
Strengthening the management of endowment funds, however, is one area that could
bring considerable financial relief. CAUBO has
given its Treasury Committee a strong mandate
to pursue innovative investment schemes.
Part of the redefining process, according to
Kaulbach, will require cooperation from all
members of the university community. "Given
the current environment, everyone must actively participate in saving their institutions."
Traditionally CAUBO members have not
been involved in "visionary" issues — they've
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been task-oriented, keeping the books and hiring and firing people. But CAUBO has
matured — it is truly a national organization
with a strong and active membership. And
universities sorely need the benefits of their
administrators' experience and insight.
As someone who has sat on both sides
of the boardroom table, Kaulbach brings a
needed perspective to the challenging situation.
Universities, he
To meet the current challenges,
believes "are governed but not
universities need to be much better
managed";
in
managed and that will require a
order to meet the
current challenges,
dramatic change in the culture
they need to be
much better managed and that
requires a dramatic change in the culture.
He is, however, very optimistic about all
stakeholders, including academics and business officers, working together. He believes
that a lot of misconceptions exist on both sides
of the house and that collaborative efforts can
only serve to dispel them.
Like most Haligonians, Kaulbach is downto-earth and quick-witted. He says he enjoys
establishing broad-based goals and breaking
new ground, then finding practical ways of
putting the plans into action. A big part of that
task is inspiring enthusiasm on the management team for achieving goals. In that sense, he
embraces the learning organization model.
Kaulbach's skills as a consensus builder
will serve CAUBO well in the months ahead,
according to Guy Noel, vice president, administration, Saint Mary's University and a past
president of CAUBO. Noel finds his colleague "approachable and easy to talk to."
"Dexter is a peace maker," he says. "When
tensions builds and tempers flare during discussions, he tries to get everyone back on an
even keel."
The middle ground, says Noel, is
Kaulbach's natural turf. "He's very good at
synthesizing points of view that on the surface
appear difficult to reconcile."
As the hurricane continues to buffet the
education establishment in the months
ahead, those talents will surely be put to
their severest test, UIM
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Avoid snap decisions w i t h Canada Trust legislative monitoring
With today's complex pension fund legislation
and more stringent compliance expectations,
you are increasingly exposed to potential risk.
Canada Trust's improved Legislative Monitoring
is the perfect solution. Available at no extra
cost, it provides automated monthly monitoring,
which reduces the administrative burden and
alerts you to potential problems.
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Learning

ORGANIZATION
C H A L L E N G E
C A U B O Conference 1995
Canada's university administrators were challenged to take part in a
soul-searching exercise at this year's CAUBO conference. The results were
largely successful, sometimes unsettling and always interesting

I

N A BOLD DEPARTURE from past
conferences, the 218 delegates
who gathered at the Universite du
Quebec a Hull, grappled with the
concept of the learning organization.
Their task was to determine whether
post-secondary institutions can learn
what they need to know in order to
adapt to dramatic change and shape
their own futures.
The learning organization concept was developed by Peter Senge,
director of the Center for Organizational Learning at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT).
According to Senge, the members of a
learning organization must think
broadly and deeply about what they
want to create. This requires an ability to focus collectively on developing
the capacity for shared vision.
The subject matter required a
significant shift in organization from
the traditional lecture-style approach
to a more participatory model. The
group discussions that followed
many of the presentations were
designed to enable participants to
share ideas and experiences as part of
the learning process.
Delegates, who were used to talking only during breaks and over
lunch, sometimes found the interactive format frustrating.
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"I have mixed feelings about it,"
says John Allan, vice president,
administrative services at the
University of Regina. "Group discussion of the presentations is a good
idea but the mechanics suffered. If
people had moved around, instead of
staying with the same groups

"I gained a great deal as
an individual... I'm not
certain how the concept
applies to the university
community but I believe
it has great potential."

throughout, there would have been
more opportunity for a real exchange
of ideas."
Jacques Samson, vice-recteur aux
ressources humaines, Universite
Laval, was concerned that group sizes
varied from one or two people to five
or six, depending on the session.
Participation was sometimes difficult,
he adds, because delegates were unfa-

miliar with the format. Nevertheless,
Samson found the conference more
rewarding than usual.
"I gained a great deal as an individual and I've discussed it with many
people since then. I'm still not certain
how the learning organization concept
applies to the university community
but I believe it has great potential."
Bob Willard, program manager,
management & leadership development, with IBM Canada Ltd. in
Mississauga, Ontario, outlined for
delegates how his company has
implemented learning organization
principles. He acknowledges that
someone unfamiliar with the concept
might have found the presentations
somewhat daunting. "You almost
needed to be conversant with the terminology to follow what was going
on. In some cases, participants didn't
understand the expectations but that's
all part of the learning curve."
Nonetheless, the quality of
group discussion was "outstanding",
says Willard. "It was a classy event.
My only concern is that the level of
logistical support was so high. Given
current financial realities, delegates
may have received mixed messages
about the need to cut costs."
Delegate response to the experiment heartened incoming CAUBO
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President Dexter Kaulbach. "This
year's conference was a far cry from
previous ones where we sometimes
talked about mundane things like
repairing windows and toilets," he
says. "In Hull, we dealt with very
sophisticated issues and the response
was excellent. It reaffirmed my belief
in the quality of Canada's university
administrators."
Despite the importance and
intensity of the discussions, delegates
still found time to gather informally,
renewing old acquaintances and
establishing new ones. The Universite
du Quebec a Hull proved itself a gracious host at a variety of social events,
including a reception at the Museum
of Civilization, and the elegant president's dinner and awards ceremony at
the Maison du Citoyen.

where the tenured faculty operate as
kings and the administration, support
staff and students are relegated to the
status of serfs."
However, there is room for optimism, he added. "The university
community embodies a spirit of
inquiry and an appreciation of the
value of research. And underneath the
cynicism is often a disillusioned idealism which can be tapped into."
Getting started requires personal

"Over the past 30 to 40 years,
we've gone from one crisis to
the next. We've always been
able to learn and adapt to
changing circumstances and I

HIGHLIGHTS

believe we're adapting

Taking the First Steps

better and faster today than

M

OST UNIVERSITIES are not
lifelong learning organizations, according to Jeff
Clannon, a member of MIT's Centre
for Organizational Learning. "The
essence of the learning organization is
that people at all levels are continually
expanding their capacity to create the
results they desire. It's unusual for
people at universities to feel that way."
Nevertheless, the concept has real
practical value for the post-secondary
sector, he told delegates."It's gone
beyond the realm of academic theory
— the Ford Motor Company proved
that it works. Much of it is generic
learning that can be applied anywhere, so why not at universities?"
Cost controls and restructuring are
forcing universities to examine many
of their long-standing beliefs and practices, he added. This is the first step in
creating a learning organization.
Clannon cautioned that several
factors may inhibit organizational
learning,
including
fragmented
thought, individualism, and stratification. "From a power perspective, universities are a virtual feudal system,
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commitment and also passion, he
explained. "You can't get anywhere
without a small critical mass of committed people who believe these
ideas have fundamental value. It
can't be done from the top down,
either: to succeed, you need local line
leaders as well as internal community builders who are willing to create
something new."

The Need for a
New Management Culture
The learning organization concept is
nothing new, according to A U C C
president Claude Lajeunesse, since it
highlights the well-established management principles of shared vision,
collective learning and dialogue.
In the opening day plenary session, Lajeunesse predicted that
Canadian and American universities
will be radically transformed over the
next few years. "We need a vast review
of our internal organizations and rela-

tionships. In future, we must be driven by the needs of our students and
outside hiring organizations. The need
to re-structure, both academically and
administratively, and to set higher
tuition fees will force us to become
more effective and responsive."
Successful change will require the
active participation of everyone
involved, he added, — teaching and
administrative staff, students and the
outside community. "Managing an
increasingly complex reality requires
ongoing dialogue between an organization's base and its leaders."
Crisis has become a way of life
for universities, Lajeunesse said.
"Over the past 30 to 40 years, we've
gone from one crisis to the next.
We've always been able to learn and
adapt to changing circumstances and
I believe we're adapting better and
faster today than we realize."
Pierre de Celles, president, Ecole
nationale d'administration publique,
was less optimistic about the future.
"Universities are not well placed to
face the challenges before them," he
warned delegates.
Since the 1960s, the gap separating
groups within the university community has widened, he added. Research
is increasingly specialized, course
offerings cater to special interest
groups and government regulations
and administrative structures grow
steadily more complex. The result is a
fragmented university that increasingly is governed from the outside.
De Celles called on universities to
re-conquer the management independence they have abdicated in recent
years. "We need a new management
culture, one that mobilizes all parts of
the university. We must re-define our
contract with society and determine
how we can best fulfill it. In the same
way that students must appropriate
knowledge, we must learn how to
manage and appropriate change."
Dialogue is at the heart of the
learning organization, according to
Marie-Eve Marchand, guest professor
at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes
Commerciales. "Dialoguing is not the
same as trying to reach a definite con-
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elusion or win an argument. In dialogue, you're looking for insights,
rather than information. Unfortunately, organizations don't dialogue, which leads to the loss of valuable information."
Marchand said that a new learning
paradigm has emerged. There is no
longer a particular "truth" to discover.
Learning comes from intentional
effort, which requires consensus and
the participation of everyone involved.
She encouraged delegates to suspend judgment and admit that they
don't have all the answers. "If you're
talking with colleagues about falling
enrolments, for instance, don't be
afraid to share how you reached your
particular point of view. Be willing to
explore and you may wind up with a
richer exchange."

context, for example, that it should
take years for new university programs to evolve."
The Rise of Competition
Canada will have 10 private sector
universities within the next decade,
according to Tom Norton, president
of the Association of Canadian
Community Colleges. Norton told
CAUBO delegates that the privatiza-

"...the system no longer
supports the way we used to
live. Already most community
colleges ae getting less than
60 per cent their funds from

Embracing Change
The survival of universities as autonomous institutions is threatened
unless they can learn to adapt to
change. That was the message Francis
Whyte delivered during the CAUBO
conference's round table session.
Whyte, rector, l'Universite de
Quebec a Hull, told delegates that
although post-secondary education
has changed dramatically in the past
50 years, university administrative
structures have not kept pace.
"Amateur administrators are still
drawn from the faculty ranks and collegial modes of decision-making persist. In the past,we've had the luxury
of large resource pools, which has
enabled us to cope with non-performing professors. That luxury no longer
exists but the non-performers do."
Whyte said that the strains on
management structures caused by
funding cutbacks are clearly showing.
This makes it essential for universities
to develop a stronger managerial corps
and better decision-making structures.
"We must be willing to embrace
change and experimentation as
opportunities, rather than as threats.
Dramatic change may alienate university faculties but nothing less will
do. It's unthinkable in the present
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government and
some now get as little as
30 per cent."

tion of the post-secondary education
system is already well underway and
that as further spending cuts are
imposed, the pace will accelerate.
"A massive public policy shift is
taking place and the system no longer
supports the way we used to live.
Already most community colleges are
getting less than 60 per cent of their
funds from government and some
now get as little as 30 per cent."
Norton said that as government
intervention intensifies and tuition
fees rise, private sector institutions
will become increasingly attractive
alternatives. "Within five years,
American colleges will be directly
competing with us," he predicted.
Part-time students have growing
power over post-secondary education because of their huge numbers,
he added. "There are 1.5 million
part-time students in Canada, compared with 500,000 full-time people.
Part-time students now drive the
system and unless we give them

what they want, they'll go elsewhere."
Norton warned that post-secondary education is "sick and requires
urgent treatment." Those who recognize the seriousness of the situation
will initiate dramatic changes. Those
who don't will "continue to dither",
possibly at the cost of their survival.
No Secrets
Colleges and universities must show
publicly that they're being responsible with limited financial resources,
says Joyce Lorimer, president of the
Canadian Association of University
Teachers (CAUT).
Lorimer said that Canada's postsecondary institutions enjoy an
"exceptional" degree of autonomy,
which must be matched by a high level
of accountability. "We need an atmosphere of openness and free debate,
which requires full disclosure."
Since there is little need for secrecy
in higher education, universities and
governments should generally be open
about their deliberations, she said.
This will help to reassure the public
that no secret deals are being made
within the university community or
between universities and funders.
While taxation and health records
must remain confidential, all university line budgets and financial documents should be made public. "The
salaries and benefits paid to academic
and administrative staff should be
fully disclosed. It would also be
advisable to disclose the compensation packages of Ontario's university
presidents. That information would
dispel a lot of myths."
The CAUT says that universities
have nothing to fear by embracing
openness. In doing so, they can in
turn demand openness and accountability from the governments that are
slashing their funding.
"The activities of education ministries should be open and transparent. Governments must not mask
their responsibilities for drastic
underfunding while expecting greater
accountability from the university
community." UIM
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Server
Technology...
Technical commitment from Datatel is
consistently offering the latest advanced
information processing solutions. It's
client/server technology. It's multiple
hardware platforms with open systems
architecture. It's Colleague for
Student, Human Resources, Financial,
and Alumni & Development
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advanced fund-raising management. It's
the TopView Executive Information
Service. It's a leading CASE tool. It's
ensuring the client technological
evolution, not revolution.
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Service and support commitment from
Datatel is 27 years of experience and
expertise. It's being the market leader in
Canada. It's making Post-Secondary
Education our primary business. It's
association memberships with ACCC,
ARUCC, CAUBO and CCAE. It's being a
financially secure, flexible and responsive
company. It's picking up the phone and
talking directly with the heads of product
strategy and client services. It's response
line and users' groups. It's being online
and on time. It's being the industry leader,
year in and year out, in client retention.
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QUALITY A N D P R O D U C T I V I T Y AWARDS

Rewarding Excellence
With increasing financial constraints and uncertain provincial government funding, Canadian universities are
under intense pressure to cut costs and operate more

efficiently.

The entrants in CAUBO's Quality and

Productivity Awards reflect this need. The 7 994 program, jointly sponsored by CAUBO, the Royal Bank and
Xerox Canada, drew 44 entries, all of them exciting

and innovative.

From this group, the panel

selected three major prize winners and, for the first time, several regional winners.

BY PAUL

o

F I R S T

DALHOUSIE'S

P L A C E
BESTSELLERS

Dalhousie University set out to publish
a series of handbooks for its professors
and teaching assistants. It ended up with
three effective learning aids that are
finding a worldwide market, both in
print and on computer diskette.
The three publications — Recording
Teaching Accomplishments,
University
Teaching and Learning, and Learning
Through Writing — address specific
needs of educators at different points in
their careers, from teaching assistant to
professor. They were developed by staff,
with input from teachers at Dalhousie
and other institutions in all 10 provinces.
The popularity of the books, both
at Dalhousie and at other institutions,
prompted the university to release them
in a diskette format that allows users to
customize the material for their own
purposes and make copies for use within their universities.
By early 1995, more than 2,300
print copies and 69 diskettes had been
sold to i n s t i t u t i o n s as far away as
Sweden, Hong Kong and Malaysia.
Even though the publications are
being sold at modest prices to off-cam-
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MARSHMAN

The President's Dinner in the Agora of Hull's Maison du Citoyen was the stage for celebrating the
winners of CAUBO's Quality and Productivity Awards

pus buyers — $6 for the print version,
$125 for the diskette — they have generated more than $25,000 in revenues
since 1992, defraying printing costs and
giving the department a cash cushion it
uses to provide more services.
As well, the handbooks themselves

are making things run more smoothly at
the university. For example, University
Teaching and Learning, a training guide
for teaching assistants, saves training time
and improves the performance of the
assistants, w h o play an increasingly
important role in undergraduate teaching.
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P L A C E

SASKATCHEWAN'S JOB CONNECTION

It's no secret that hiring practices have
changed during the recent hard times.
The U n i v e r s i t y of S a s k a t c h e w a n
adapted to that change with a new
registry system that allows employers
to find suitable s t u d e n t applicants
almost instantly.
The university's Student Recruitment
Centre found that with many companies
experiencing cutbacks, recruiting
dropped by more than 50 percent from
1991/'92 to 1992/'93. As well, employers
began waiting until the last minute to
recruit — often at spring exam time or
in summer, when students had already
left campus and were unable to submit
their resumes.
The solution was a database system
to register students and graduates so
the university could access their files
quickly when a job became available.
No commercial software was available,
so the university developed its own
package in-house.
The system allows a s t u d e n t ' s
resume, skills and abilities, detailed
experiences and other relevant information to be entered into a file that
can be accessed w h e n an employer
submits a request for applications. It
matches the specific skills requested
with those in the student files, and creates a list of students with the right
skills profile in one to two minutes.
Complete information, including
resumes, can be sent to the employer
the same day, or overnight if the company is out of town.
The files of c u r r e n t and recent
graduates have already been entered
into the database, and the next phase of
the program will allow current students to register themselves through
c o m p u t e r terminals at the Student
Recruitment Centre.
The Automated Resume Registry
and Referral System is helping the
University of Saskatchewan connect
students with jobs, and may help others
as well. It is portable and will be used as
a prototype to develop a similar registry
for the province of Saskatchewan.
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During the awards ceremony, John Armour, left,
vice-president, finance, McGill University,
became an honourary member of CAUBO. here,
Don Wells, president of the University of Regina,
presents Armour with a commemorative plaque

T H I R D

P L A C E

UNB ON C D - R O M

0

DATATEL

How do you reach today's technologically sophisticated high school students
with your recruitment message? The

University of New Brunswick decided
to go high-tech with an interactive
video on CD-ROM.
The video, produced by the university's audio-visual d e p a r t m e n t , is
designed to deliver its message effectively and also reflect UNB's competence
and forward-looking priorities.
Entitled " U N B N U " (UNB — and
You), it is a three-part presentation
designed to appeal equally to both
sexes. It begins with an introductory
movie called " M i k e y and Allison's
Excellent Future," written by U N B
author Bill Gaston.
Part two is a computer game, "The
Charter Quest," which introduces students to the campus layout and activities.
Part three, "The Book of Knowledge,"
allows them to access more than 800
pages of facts and figures on the university. "The Book of Knowledge" also provides a link to UNB's home page on the
World Wide Web.
"As far as we can determine (from
an informal but fairly extensive survey

Parking Woes?
Whether your Campus Parking Operation involves a
thousand dollars or a few million dollars, POMS is the right
software management tool for you.

Your permit sales are a mess?
Annual parking registration is a zoo?
You're still issuing hand written violations?
You don't collect any revenue from your violation tags?
POMS is a complete network solution for today's campus parking
operation. Developed in Canada by Logic Innovations, (in association
with the University of Western Ontario), this parking software allows
you to accurately track permits, tickets, appeals and vehicles; allows
you to manage a complete Point-Of-Sale operation including revenue
appropriation; and optionally issue computer generated violation tags.
Call for more information on POMS or to order a free demo diskette
...or use the internet to send e-mail to biake@iogic4u. com

Logic Innovations

(800)771-9296
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QUALITY A N D P R O D U C T I V I T Y AWARDS

of the Internet), we are the first university anywhere to produce a CD-ROM of
this kind," a university spokesman says.
And while only one of three potential students has access to a multimedia computer to view the video, the
impact on those who do is excellent:
contact time goes from the usual few
minutes to several hours of intense,
personal contact.
R E G I O N A L

A W A R D S

A T L A N T I C

C A N A D A

MAKING

MARITIME

MUSIC

QUEBEC
MCGILL SYSTEM WINS APPROVAL

McGill University came up with an
answer to moving the mountain of
administrative data that circulates around
a university each day: do it ASAP.
ASAP — the Automated and Secure
Approval Process — is a generic system
the university has introduced to process
and send forms electronically along a
pre-defined approval path. Aside from
saving significant amounts of paper, the
system ensures security, allows on-line
retrieval, and updates the data automatically when the form has been approved.
It's faster than inter-office mail,
allows real-time processing so transactions are current, and creates an audit
trail. As well, it allows users to see
where the form is on the approval path,
eliminating phone calls to see who is
delaying a document.
ASAP can be used with any form,
and allows the data to be transferred
between the university's mainframe
computer and PCs.
The system is based on one originally
developed in the U.S. However, McGill
has made substantial modifications, and
will place the latest version of ASAP in
the Exemplar software exchange.

Faced with the costly and time-consuming task of choosing and buying new
financial management software to update
their dated information systems, five universities in Atlantic Canada decided to
team up to their mutual advantage. The
co-operative effort began two years ago
when Mount Saint Vincent University
and the University College of Cape
Breton decided to join forces to buy software. Acadia University, Mount Allison
University and St. Thomas University
later joined them, to form the Maritime
Universities Systems Integration
Consortium (MUSIC). The institutions
reviewed the systems available across
O N T A R I O
North America, made fact-finding visits
to vendors and other universities, and
WESTERN PARKS A PROBLEM
consulted with a consortium of universities in British Columbia involved in a Tired of being the "bad guy" in the
daily fight against illegal parking, the
similar search.
The result was a saving of more U n i v e r s i t y of Western O n t a r i o ' s
than $2.7 million from the shelf price of Parking Office brought in a system that
the system purchased, of which $1.3 deals fairly with abusers by using
million is attributed to the collaborative portable computer records.
With 10,000 cars parking on campus
effort. An added $260,000 of savings in
daily
and too few spaces to accommoannual operating costs is also attributed
date
them,
parking abuse was rampant;
to the group's bargaining power.
moreover,
the staff's enforcement
The benefits are expected to conefforts
had
given it a reputation for
tinue. With a common software system, the universities can have joint being inflexible and unfair. In 1992, the
staff training programs and system university decided to bring the situation
support, and share staff expertise. As under control using a computerized
well, they are seeking a master agree- Parking Office Management System.
Western c o n t r a c t e d w i t h Logic
ment w i t h t h e s o f t w a r e v e n d o r ,
Datatel, that would provide favourable Innovations of Hamilton, O N to design
deals for o t h e r u n i v e r s i t i e s in the the software for the system, which uses
small hand-held computers to deliver
Maritime provinces.
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information to officers on their rounds
These are loaded with current data on
permit holders.
Illegally parked vehicles are identi
fied and tagged with a ticket printed by
the hand-held unit, and a file is opened
on repeat offenders. The ticket invites
the owner to launch an appeal if he or
she thinks the charge is unjust.
The system, which runs on standard 486
PCs, has allowed the Parking Office to focus
on habitual offenders, and its efforts have
contributed to a doubling of parking rev
enues over four years. In the past year,
Western's system has been adopted by Trent
University of Peterborough, O N and the
University of Ottawa.
W E S T E R N
U OF A L O O K S

C A N A D A
OUTWARD

The University of Alberta Library
absorbed a 15-per cent reduction in its
budget without resorting to staff layoffs,
thanks to an innovative plan to outsource the cataloguing and processing of
its new acquisitions.The library contract
ed with ISM Library Services to create a
new service centre in Winnipeg, where it
does the actual processing, delivering the
completed information on the Internet.
The change actually increases productivity — new books can now be on the
shelf in two weeks, instead of six to eight
weeks with in-house processing.
The r e s t r u c t u r i n g allowed the
library to move the highly qualified and
well-paid employees who previously
did this job to other areas, thereby
enhancing customer service, which was
eroded by earlier cost-cutting efforts.
The partnership with ISM has led to
a new commercial e n t e r p r i s e , ISM
MARCADVANTAGE, which markets
the cataloguing service to other institutions. A major public library has contracted for the service and the
University of Manitoba has completed a
successful pilot project.
While outsourcing of some library
activities is not new, the library says, "the
outsourcing of the bulk of a library's cataloguing and physical processing of
books is, to our knowledge, a Canadian,
indeed, a North American first."
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The Challenge Facing
Higher Education
PROVIDE A SAFE, QUALITY
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
AT THE LOWEST COST.
Ogden Facility Services assists
Educational Institutions maximize
the effectiveness of their facility
operations. Our success is measured by our ability to provide students, faculty and administrators
the productive, comfortable campus
necessary in the pursuit of
"Academic Excellence."
As a team, we will reengineer work
processes and refine service delivery to increase quality and reduce
operating costs.

Additionally, Ogden's expertise in
strategic and capital planning, project management and financial systems enables Universities and
Colleges to address the opportunities of tomorrow.
By engaging Ogden to focus on the
day-to-day responsibility for support service, institutions are able to
increase flexibility, improve
productivity and fully utilize key
resources.
With over 100 years of facilities
management experience providing
mechanical, custodial and grounds
maintenance, energy management,

power plant management and
security, Ogden is uniquely positioned to give you the edge.
Ogden Facility Services is a division of the $2.5 billion Ogden
Corporation, a New York Stock
Exchange-listed company with
47,000 employees around the
globe.

PIT

FACILITY
S E R V I C E S

For more information call: 800-263-8970
OGDEN FACILITY SERVICES
Suite 107,411 Richmond St. East
Toronto, Ontario M5A 3S5
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Q U A L I T Y A N D P R O D U C T I V I T Y AWARDS

AWARD-WINNING

SUGGESTIONS

The competition for this year's awards
was at the highest level ever. Many outstanding projects didn't win awards, but
nonetheless have outstanding potential
for Canada's universities. Among them
is Brock University's "Ideas-In-Action"
program. Suggestion programs have
never been a major success at Canadian
universities. But Brock University in St.
Catherine's, O N seems to have scored a
hit with "Ideas-In-Action," its campuswide suggestion award program.
Ideas-In-Action, conceived in 1993
as a response to the Ontario government's "social contract" legislation,
offers awards to faculty and staff who
suggest ways to save costs and improve
the working environment. These range
from $10 Brock University gift certificates to cash awards of 10 percent of the
first 12 months' net savings, to a maximum of $5,000.
The university found that submissions were moderate in the first weeks
after the Nov. 1, 1994 kick-off. However,
they increased substantially when the
first series of award winners was published. As of April, 1995, more than 200
ideas had been submitted, from adding a
staff ombudsperson to improving campus signage.
The program is overseen by a plan
administrator and suggestions are evaluated by six teams with different areas of
expertise. Employees of the university's
food service contractor are eligible to participate along with university staff, UIM

Here are this year's winners of the Quality and Productivity Awards, together with representatives
of the sponsoring organizations-Ken Clements, executive director, CAUBO; Rhys Davies, industry
marketing manager/publishing and education, with Xerox Canada and Peter Miller, manager of
marketing strategies with the Royal Bank of Canada.

ENCOURAGING

INPUT

In order for a suggestion program to be successful, Brock administrators

say you need:

total support by senior management

rapid response to suggestions

intensive planning and research

public acknowledgement of award

before start-up

winners

proper procedures for potential

implementation of successful

participants

suggestions

I

advertising and promotion prior
to and after start-up

A COMBINATION OF
TEAM AND SPECIALTY

G R V P H O N
INVESTMENT COUNSEL INC.

PRODUCES CONSISTENTLY

VIGILANCE • COURAGE

SUITE 1400
1002 SHERBROOKE STREET WEST
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3A3L6
TEL: (514) 288-4122

2 4

UNIVERSITY

MANAGEMENT THAT

MANAGER

SUITE 1905
20 BAY STREET
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5J 2N8
TEL.: (416) 364-2299

SUPERIOR RESULTS
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You DON'T BUILD
AN OUTSTANDING
TRACK RECORD
BY FOLLOWING IN
ANOTHER'S FOOTSTEPS

Courage and commitment separate the
achievers from the dreamers. The
courage to be among the first to
invest in emerging markets around
the world. The commitment to
continuously search for new ways
of identifying bargains. These have
produced outstanding long-term
performance for Templeton's separate
account pension and endowment
clients. We invite you to call us
to explore how the Templeton
organization can complement your
portfolio needs in the areas of global,
international and emerging markets
investments.

Templeton
Research and Investment
Management
4 King Street West
P.O. Box 4070, Station A
Toronto, Ontario
M5W 1M3
Telephone:
(416) 364-4672
Fax (416) 364-4708
Please contact:
Craig Hayman
Vice President Institutional
Sales

R e g i o n a l

report

N O V A

S C O T I A

Makes

Waves
A brave change-agent, Janet Halliwell, gives
her account of the perils of restructuring age-old intitutions

A
CROSS THE COUNTRY, administrators and students
well. King's College, for instance, has a clearly defined
t^L
of Canada's universities and colleges have
vision; it provides a unique product that no one else does.
X^m
returned to school. This year, in addition to all of
But small size makes it difficult to effect economies of scale,
m
M the usual challenges, they face more excruciatwhich is so important given the current financial crunch.
jLm
. 1 M ing funding cuts and continued restructuring.
"Nova Scotia's situation is very serious, much worse
Nova Scotia's institutions are at the forefront of change.
than it was just two years ago. We experienced cuts of 3.5
They are well into the painful process of rebuilding a new
per cent last year, 4.5 per cent this year and the prospect of
model for post-secondary education, which gets rid of proa further 5 per cent cut next year. The impact of changes in
gram duplication, improves accessibility and enshrines
federal transfers may exacerbate things further.
accountability. Across Canada, business officers are follow"Our challenge is to deal with these drastic cuts, estabing Nova Scotia's experience as they
lish a distinctive identity and
face up to similar challenges in their
develop shared administrative
"The fundamental issue facing
own provinces. Janet Halliwell,
support systems, all at the same
chair of the Nova Scotia Council on
time. And we can't do this by
universities is that they no longer
Higher Education, sheds light on
attrition or through across-thecommand the same reverence they
the east coast situation.
boards reductions — we have to
"The fundamental issue facing
make strategic choices. It's like
once did. Their role as the monopoly
universities is that they no longer
trying to re-orient an ocean liner
holder of knowledge in our society is
command the same reverence they
in the mid-Atlantic in half an hour.
once did. Their role as the monop"Canada's universities receive
being challenged..."
oly holder of knowledge in our
the bulk of their funding from
society is being challenged — by
two sources — government transbusiness, by private education and by technology — parfers and tuition fees. As the former fall, there will be
ticularly the Internet. Yet, paradoxically, the importance of
tremendous pressure to raise fees significantly. This, in
a good education in equipping people to face the world's
turn, will require u versities to pay greater attention to the
challenges has never been greater.
needs and demands of their paying customers — students,
"Governments and society at large are demanding that
both full and part-time. There is some concern that funding
universities be more inclusive and accessible, sharing their
for university research may be adversely affected.
knowledge base with the wider community; at the same
"The challenge is to achieve a satisfactory balance
time, they insist that these institutions position themselves
from among all these competing demands. The jury's
as distinctive from one another.
still out on whether universities are up to it. There's
"In order to differentiate themselves, universities must
almost no capacity to respond to these challenges unless
define what they are and what they do. This requires clariyou're incredibly innovative. It will require tremendous
ty of vision, values and mission. Nova Scotia, with its large
will, both from the leaders and the rank and file of our
proportion of smaller colleges and universities, does this
universities and colleges." UIM
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Check the Difference
-s Activities
i and Event
Management

Door Access

dif»fer»ence \'dif-ern(t)s,\ n (14c)
1 a : the quality or state of being different from other card access system providers
Check your optionsACCESS 2000®. The card access management and information system with a difference.
For more information on Access 2000 and how it can make a difference for you, contact:
H H I V n P n i AT
c a r d

a c c e s s

I ¥71 A H MCI
s y s t e m s

700 22nd Avenue South • Brookings, South Dakota 57006 • Phone: 605/697-6311 • FAX: 605/697-6304 • Adinfo@specialteams.com
51995 Special Teams, Inc.

The Concept is the Same it's the
Style that sets one Apart.
J n any field of endeavor one
• can find t h o s e who t a k e
an original and unconventional
approach. This attitude and style
consequently establishes new
standards of excellence.
Just as the world of jazz had the
original and incomparable style of
"Diz", in the world of finance there
is Altamira Management Ltd.
At A l t a m i r a w e p r i d e
ourselves in the courage of

our c o n v i c t i o n s and t h e
uniqueness of our management
style. And here is just one case
in point:
Based upon our m a r k e t
analysis, we were convinced that
i n t e r e s t r a t e s would decline
during the early 1990s. Following
these convictions, Altamira's
investment strategy took a long

jjkAitmiiira

term position in the bond market.
By employing a straight forward
approach in management style,
A l t a m i r a w a s b e s t a b l e to
capitalize on an opportunity, while
others hesitated. The decline of
long term rates during this time
period provided a sweet note to
our clients' portfolios.
If you're looking for ways to
add value to your Pension Fund
management, call (416) 925-4274.

Management
Ltd.

We do things the same new way.
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